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City College of San Francisco
Distance Education Addendum

I. GENERAL INFORMATION
A. Date
B. Department
C. Course Identifier
D. Course Title

E. Preparer
F. Department Chair
G. Dean

November, 2011
Women's Studies
WOMN25
Introduction to Women's Studies:
Feminism Demystified
Elisabeth Arruda
Elisabeth Arruda
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II. DISTANCE EDUCATION JUSTIFICATION
WOMN 25 is conducive to online learning. Students will be required to meet in

person three times in the course of the semester for a total of9 hours face-to-face. These
face-to-face sessions will provide students with an orientation to the online course and
with the opportunity to present their group projects before the class. These face-to-face
meetings will also introduce students to material in new ways, which serves to reach
students with different learning styles.

This course will have a minimum often online quizzes which will allow the students
to get timely feedback on their own progress. Students will quickly realize which
concepts they have mastered and which concepts they need to review in order to pass the
midterms and final exam. Students will also be required to post regularly onto online
discussion forums which will ask students to critically engage with the course material
and to reflect on their personal experiences with the topic. Online delivery will also
enable the discussion of sensitive content critical to the course, such as sexual violence
and abortion, that can be difficult for students to discuss in person.

Key concepts can be immediately illustrated via links to websites addressing the
impact of media and advertising on women's health and body image, to contemporary
news articles on the income gap, and online discussions of the Third Wave ofFeminism,
amongst many other concepts.

III. INSTRUCTIONAL DELIVERY
A. Use of Technology. Check the technology(ies) that students will use as an

alternate to classroom instruction:
IZJ Online Learning Management System
D Televised Instruction
D Other

B. Student-Instructor Contact.
1. Check the modes that students will be able to use ask the instructor

questions
IZJ Email
[gJ Online discussion boards or other asynchronous communication
D Online chat or other synchronous communication
IZJ Telephone
IZJ Face to face meetings
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D Other:
2. Check the modes the instructor will use to prompt for student contact

IZI Email
IZI Online discussion boards or other asynchronous communication
D Online chat or other synchronous communication
D Telephone
IZI Face to face meetings
D Other:

3. Please provide details on 1 and 2 above. Be sure to include the frequency
of student-instructor contact

There will be three face-to-face meetings during the course of the
semester. One of the face-to-face meetings will be an orientation and the
other two will be spaced out over the semester to allow for students to
present their group projects and for in-person discussions.

The students will be able to contact the instructor remotely via email,
discussion forums and by telephone. The students will be required to
submit answers to the discussion forum at least twice weekly as they post
their individual responses and reply to other student's postings.

The instructor will check email, discussion forum postings and
telephone messages at least three times per week for student questions.
The instructor will provide feedback after each of the assignments,
sometimes individually (via email) and at times en masse (via discussion
forum) depending upon the assignment. The instructor will also be
available for additional face-to-face meetings with individual students
through office hours to be held at least twice in the semester for a
minimum of six total hours for the semester. The instructor will prompt
students through discussion forums on the class topics each week. The
instructor will email students who have been inactive for two weeks or
more, to encourage fe-engagement with the course.

IV. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. Reading online course content materials
2. Reading textbook materials
3. Response postings to critical thinking level questions on the online discussion

forums on topics such as, "How gender messages in advertising affect
women;" "How the responsibility for domestic labor limits women's
opportunities"

4. Interaction postings on the online discussion forums responding to other
student members' comments

5. A minimum ofthree remotely submitted short written reflections or
homework assignments on assigned readings

6. A group project requiring remote researc~ evaluation, and report preparation,
and a face-to-face presentation on a form ofwomen's activism
related to a course topic, such as, "The Movement to Create Shelters for
Victims ofDomestic Violence"
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B. Evaluation and Modes
1. Remote participation in online discussion forum, as described above
2. Three remote reflections and homework assignments, as described above
3. Contribution to group research project, including report and face-to-face

presentation, as described above
4. Two remote midterms assessing the student's knowledge of specific

information and major issues on topics such as: concerns of second-wave
feminism; women's reproductive health issues

5. Remote final exam assessing the student's knowledge of and ability to
synthesize course materials, including essay questions on topics such as:
women's employment issues; effects of race/culture/ethnicity on gender
formation

C. Articulation
D This course does not articulate with any courses at a four-year school
r8J This course articulates with one or more courses at a four-year school. The
department has discussed the impact ofa distance education mode with the
Articulation Officer.

D. Distance Evaluation Integrity
1. The in-person group presentations will verify the student's knowledge of the

topics covered in the remote activities.
2. The remote discussion forums and the three remote written reflections has

information that is unique to the individual student. In this course, as in many
Women's Studies courses, students are asked to make personal connections to
the course content. In this way, the instructor is able to confirm a student's
identity.

3. To reduce inter- and intra-personal dishonesty, the two midterms and the final
exam will have randomly selected questions from a pooled set. The pooled
sets include questions that are similar in concept and degree of difficulty. In
order to further enable the instructor to check for consistency in writing style
and ability, short essay questions will be included in the two midterms and
final.

4. Online discussion forums will be detailed enough to reduce fraudulent
responses and set to ensure that each student provides an original response
before reading other responses to reduce collusion.

5. Work submitted by each student will be compared for consistency to validate
integrity.

E. Textbook and other Instructional Materials
1. bell hooks, Feminism is for Everybody, South End Press, Cambridge, Mass.,

2000.
2. Kirk, Gwyn, and Margo. Okazawa-Rey. Women's Lives: Multicultural

Perspectives. New York, NY: McGraw-Hill, 2009.
3. Supplemental readings, such as materials from online Women's Studies

academic journals and current news periodicals.
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